TRIPLE PURPOSE EXPECTED TO BE SOUGHT BY JAPAN
GOVERNMENT, TOGO CLAIMS

Prime Minister Declared Economic Blockade 'Little Less Hostile' Than Armed Warfare

TOKYO, Nov. 17...As a sequel to the “diplomatic set- tlement” which the government had so far obtained in order to safeguard the existence of the Empire and to establish a new order in East Asia, the Japanese government military policy will remain at a standstill, Foreign Minister, declared today. The government's top policy today is to be focused on the previous demands, he said.

TRIPLE PURPOSE OUTLINED

The triple purpose summary, said the Prime Minister, “firstly, secondly, and thirdly,” is to be expected by the government.

FIRST LADY KNOTS FOR DEFENSE—At a New York meeting of Civilian Committee's kickoff defense drive, Mrs. Franklin D. Roosevelt, center, explains five points of Istake to Miss Chase, left, and Mrs. George Rembert, chairmen. Sweater is her own work.

Two Nisei Girls Get Capital Posts

PORTLAND, Nov. 19...Two Nisei girls have been appointed to capital posts in the army, Navy, and, according to the Premier, to be used for the defense of the country. The Premier has reaffirmed the policy of our country, and the government is determined to continue its successful conclusion of the China affairs which is aiming at peace in the world.

NEGOTIATIONS UNCERTAIN

In view of past experience, however, as a sequel to negotiations, the Premier said, “It hardly requires an explanation. The war in Asia led to the conclusion that the situation is uncertain, for it is uncertain whether we shall continue to exist as a nation, or whether the nation shall continue to be a nation. The war in Asia is the result of the war in Asia. The war in Asia is the result of the war in Asia. The war in Asia is the result of the war in Asia. The war in Asia is the result of the war in Asia.

VIEWS POSSIBLE

As a result of the hearings, evidence has been presented which is of the utmost importance in the defense of the country. The Premier has reaffirmed the policy of our country, and the government is determined to continue its successful conclusion of the China affairs which is aiming at peace in the world.

ECONOMIC BLOCKADE

Japan's economic blockade is being expected to be less hostile than armed warfare. In order to safeguard the existence of the Empire and to establish a new order in East Asia, the Japanese government military policy will remain at a standstill, Foreign Minister, declared today. The government's top policy today is to be focused on the previous demands, he said.
**THE HAWAII MAINICHI**

**CHAPTER VI**

**BRITISH KIDS**—After a year in Sea Mates, Col. Michael A. Watts, 13, and his older brother, Sandy, are on way back to London with parents. They're shown in New York where they boarded Tynan Clipper.

**BURNED-OUT FARMER**—Aged Russian collective farmer tries to salvage belongings from charred ruins of his home in Leningrad district, says caption on radio picture from Moscow. Nazis are staging terrific assault on city.

**TRAGEDY by Ellery Queen**

**CHAPTER VI**

**NEWSPAPER QUIZ**

1. The detective ripped away the carpet corner, and Thumm pounced on the bellboy's little red head.

2. **Look up, Mr. Lord!** said the piranha.


5. *Take me upstairs,* Thumm snapped.

6. *Look here, Mr. Lane,* said Hicks.

7. *We'll . . . no, sir. His orders were to see that...* Witcher replied.

8. *Yes. Terrible thing. Can't understand,* said Lord.

9. *Oh, were you? That's funny.*

10. *Pretty tamer, red to the ears,* Hicks replied.

**SANDY BARROCK, DASH**
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By R. H. Finch, Volcanologist

Local seismicity decreased to 2:25 from the value 18:75
for the preceding week. This was registered at the instru­
ment on the southeast rim of Kilimanjaro: as follows:

* * *

**FELLA**

November 8, 1:20 p.m., distance probably 58.9 miles
November 9, 5:44 a.m., distance 15.9 miles, reported
November 10, 1:22 a.m., distance 15.9 miles, reported

**TREMOR**

In addition to tremors and a “slight” earthquake, all
the Mauna Loa origin, were recorded on the Mauna Loa seismo­
graph only.

**RING OF THE GROUND**

On the northeast rim of Kilimanjaro crater was moderate to the north-east. Microseismic motion
of the ground was light.

**SHOCKS**

Of 28 shocks on the southeast rim Julia Ryder and Judy
Gardiner again appear as co-authors. Judy had been
initially impossible due to the fact that this area is more than a square of square and flat

* * *

**STRENGTH**

Three molecules of the pyroclastic flank of Hale­
man, measured from Friday morning, November 7, opened a total of 6,000 millimeters and 5,400 millimeters while 19
remained unchanged. Thus the crack openings seem to conti­
uous to the low values which increased on that day following the seismic disturbances of September 26.

**BONE DOG BY TRAIN**

**ON AIR** (Col. (US))... Fido, a 14-year-old mongrel, gone to the railroad station every night a few minutes before a Missouri passenger train streaks by. A train chases a bone out the window. Fido scrambled for it and went away to feast upon his Pullman dinner.

**First 25 Purchasers of TB Seals Released**

The first 25 purchasers of the Christmas Seals in Hawaii were an­nounced at the meeting of the 4-H club.

Mar. 2, L. Chamberlain, Chairman of the 4-H club; G. A. Henderson, Member of the 4-H club;
Miss Charlotte Hongo met on Sunday afternoon.

The girls kept the gauza punch in the ice box and served this with the school lunches on Monday.

**TOMMI Japanese English Club**

**VOLCANO 4-CLOTHING**

The Volcano 4-H Dresses with Accessories Club conducted the following:

**OBAKALI 4-H CLUB NEWS**

The Informal Entertainment 4-H club girls of Oshika met on Sunday, November 3, specially to prepare variation of gauza treasures at the Oshika P.T.A. council on November 9.

**HAL FOREST**

By Dick Moores

**By HANS BRINKERKOFF**

Acknowledges the master detective in the Volcano.

The story centers around the de­
nunciation plot that is brewing in the town of Janes. The supporting cast includes: Mrs. Mary, a woman with a great performance, and Baby Dad, an elderly man who is loved by all. Tom, Neat, and Eddy help as well.

Shooting on the scene program is "Dynamic Canyon," a realistic western history, depicting the late 19th century. Supporting cast includes Evelyn Finley, Evelyn Finley, William H. Caton, Tom Keene, Evelyn Finley, and many others.

"Oshika" (4-H club) is a short action film, starring Stuart Drake, and starring Tom Keene, Evelyn Finley, and Evelyn Finley.

"Jumping Into the Saloon," starring Stuart Drake, and starring Stuart Drake, and starring Stuart Drake.

"Dynamite Canyon," starring Stuart Drake, and starring Stuart Drake, and starring Stuart Drake.
VETERAN MATMAN TO CELEBRATE 30TH BIRTHDAY

By Figuring Irish 74

EVANSTON, Nov. 17.—Portsmouth, Ohio, native and chief football coach of the Fighting Irish, is celebrating his 30th birthday today.

The Fighting Irish, who are currently ranked third in the nation, are preparing for their upcoming game against the University of Notre Dame.

Coach Figuring Irish 74 is known for his innovative coaching tactics and has led the Fighting Irish to multiple conference championships.

WESTERN BOTTLE STEAK
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Nipponese forces in China will face a powerful Far East-
帝國和戰の決意固め
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